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(54) System and method for securing and validating data using signatures, encryption, and
feedback

(57) A system and method for generating a finger-
print of a data signal that combines signature genera-
tion, encryption, and preferably random number
feedback, which may be employed both to secure data,
and to validate secured data to ensure that the data has
not been tampered with by unauthorized users. The
system generates a fingerprint of a data signal
(DATA_IN) which comprises one or more data compo-
nents (*DATA_1+ggg*DATA_M+ ). A first level signa-
ture generator (202, 604) receives and generates a
signature on at least one of the data components to pro-
duce a first level signature. A first signal combiner (204,
608) receives and combines a second set of the data
components and the first level signature into a com-
bined signal. A data encryptor (206, 610) receives the
combined signal and generates an encrypted signal. A
second level signature generator (208, 612) receives
the encrypted signal and generates the fingerprint. The
system may include at least one other first level signa-
ture generator (606) which receives and generates a
signature on a third set of data components to produce
at least one other first level signature, such that the first
signal combiner (608) also receives and combines the
additional first level signature into the combined signal.
A random number generator (602) which generates a
random number for use by at least one portion (604,
606, 608, 610, 614) of the system may be included to
introduce randomness into the fingerprint. The system
may also include an encoder (614) which encodes the

random number or a signature of the random number
into the fingerprint. The random number may also be
used in generating the first level signature or the com-
bined signal.
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